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presents 

“1984…2014” 
Directed by Anasma 

Based on “1984” by George Orwell,  

An Orwellian contemporary vision,  

Combining Dance, Theater and Pop Culture. 

 

LETTER OF INTENT 
 
“1984…2014” is an Orwellian contemporary vision, combining dance, theater and pop 
culture. 
“1984…2014” intends to reflect upon the values of the world we live in today, and take a step 
back; with touches of humor and optimism woven through a dystopian tale.   
 
2014. Like every citizen of Europia, surrounded by and spied on through each FaceScreen, 
closely controlled by the Thought Police, Winston and Julia lead robotic lives without 
freedom of thought, without pleasure, without joy, without trust, without possible questioning. 
Interactions between citizens are minimal. Smart phones and electronic communication 
progressively replace human interactions. Neighbors are strangers. Community is destroyed. 
Family is destroyed. Individualism is pushed to an extreme, even as individuals are 
destroyed at the core. Trust is destroyed. 
 
Regular celebrations of “Hate Week” indoctrinate citizens to hate the enemies of the party, 
hate the enemies of the nation, hate their neighbors. Citizens are told what to think, how to 
think, what topics to discuss, what jokes can or cannot be made. The Thought Police defines 
the rules thought, and of the press. 
Like every winner, the Party writes history. “Who controls the Past, controls the Future. Who 
controls the Present, controls the Past.”  
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“Big Brother is watching you.” Big Brother is looking after you. Big brother makes believe he 
takes care of his citizens so that they willingly let themselves be observed by an ever-
increasing number of video cameras in order to feel more secure. Citizens willingly erase the 
barriers between private and public life with social media and social networks. Each person’s 
financial transactions are tracked in case one day a thief steals his credit card. 
 
“Big Brother is watching you.” Big Brother is observing a world where one can hardly find his 
moral compass, a world where sins have spread and values are reversed… “War is Peace, 
Freedom is Slavery, Ignorance is Strength.” Citizens are permanently distracted from real 
matters and entertained by fallacious reality TV. Extreme violence is encouraged by video 
games and bloody televised news.  
 
Winston and Julia seem to be two citizens like any other, but we discover they are two 
rebels. Together, they find a way to flip around the values that were once reversed. In order 
to stay free in their minds, their strategy lies in creating balance and experiencing pleasures 
without excess, learning the rules of the system to break them discreetly, building community 
to develop autonomy from the bureaucracy, learning to fight, educating themselves, claiming 
their intellectual curiosity and integrity, and cultivating love and hope.  
 
Under the artistic direction of Anasma “the Dancing Storyteller,” follow her, Chiara Meloni 
and Massimo Capuano of Compagnia Degli Gnomi in this adventure adapting George 
Orwell’s master work “1984” and Anasma’s solo dance work since 2008, with songs and 
lyrics from her first album “Chance is Back.” This show takes the spectator between fiction 
and reality, between past, present and future, in a space where live performance meets 
multimedia, and where world dances meet physical theater, silent movies, mime and singing. 
With an original soundtrack by Blastermind, lyrics written and sung by Anasma, audio-visual 
effects by Nicolas Libersalle, Lea Amiel and Margaux Rodriguez. 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
PART 1- GENESIS OF EUROPIA 2014 
A Fallen Angel defies God as he finds Pandora’s Box containing all the Evils of Earth. 
Chased from Heaven, he takes his revenge by spreading sins on Earth. The Little Devil 
transforms God’s earthly creation into to the world of “Europia 2014” where values are 
reversed, and citizens are observed and oppressed by his vassal Big Brother.  
 
2014. Europia. Like every other citizen of the continent, being surrounded by and spied 
through each Facescreen, closely controlled by the Thought Police, Winston and Julia lead 
robotic lives without freedom of thought, without pleasure, without joy, without trust, without 
possible questioning. Interactions between citizens are minimal. Sexual acts are solely 
reserved to married couples with reproductive ambitions. Babies are raised by the Party and 
as they grow up, children are encouraged to snitch on their parents if they are suspected to 
be guilty of Thought Crime. Family is destroyed. Individuals are destroyed. Community is 
destroyed. “War is Peace, Freedom is Slavery, Ignorance is Strength.” During Hate Week, 
citizens are taught to loath the Party’s greatest enemy and betrayer: G-LoveStein.  
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PART 2- THOUGHT CRIME 
Deep inside, Winston thinks differently. He senses that something is wrong in his world. He 
questions the good intentions of Big Brother for the Party Members. He dreams of escaping, 
of having a different life. One day, he meets Julia, another rebel.  
 
 
PART 3 - LOVE REBELS 
Breaking all the rules, Winston and Julia meet secretly, practicing sensual activism, buying 
goods on the black market, and fostering rebellious thoughts by watching movies forbidden 
by the Party. Time passes and they learn to trust and love each other.  
But one day, Winston and Julia get caught by the Thought Police… imprisoned, tortured and 
brainwashed.  
 
…Rewind!!! This show is about hope for a better today and tomorrow! One day, Winston and 
Julia go and meet secretly with G-LoveStein, the Love Soldier and his Underground Love 
Army. 
 

DURATION  

60 MINS 
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SCENE DETAIL  
 

PART 1– THE GENESIS OF EUROPIA 2014  

(15 to 20.30 mins) 

 
 
SCENE 1: “ Fallen Angel” (5 to 8.5 mins) 
 
From Heaven to Hell 
A Fallen Angel rebels against God and finds Pandora’s Box, containing the seven sins. Four 
of those come out of it represented by different elements: Gluttony in the form of a chocolate 
bar, Lust represented by panties, Narcissism/ Vanity symbolized by a mirror, and Greed in 
the shape of paper money.  
First willing to forgive him and save him, God finally decides to punish the rebellious Fallen 
Angel/ Little Devil and chases him from Heaven. The Little Devil leaves and takes the box 
with him… 
 
Online : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ab-JhYoNnAg  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ab-JhYoNnAg
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SCENE 2 : “Genesis of Double Think”  
(3.75 to 4.75 mins) 
 
On Earth, setting Europia and the World of Big Brother 
 
Mischievous, the Little Devil comes back with the Earth ball and his box of sins.  
He endeavors to spread the sins on Earth and creates the world of “1984 … 2014,” and his 
vassal: Big Brother. 
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SCENE 3: “Europia 2014”  
(Factory 1.35min, Living rooms 1.18mins, Hate week 2mins) – 5.30 
mins 
 
Europia 2014, at the factory, then the living rooms  
 
Winston and Julia are two citizens like any other, bored by their repetitive unchallenging 
work, their lonely lives and their isolation. After a long day at the factory, they get a short rest 
at home before the launch of Hate week, a trimestral event organized for all citizens of 
Europia to celebrate the cult of Big Brother, and to be reminded who the enemies of the 
people are.  
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PART 2- THOUGHT CRIME (7.5 to 9.25 mins) 

 
SCENE 1 : “Secret journaling”  
(Journaling,  Shadow Consciousness,  Sleeping) 3 mins 
 
Winston’s Home – living room and bedroom 
Winston comes back home after Hate Week. His headache is getting stronger, so he takes a 
few pills to calm down. In his bedroom, he pulls from underneath his pillow a forbidden 
journal he bought secretly at the black market. 
Hiding himself from the omniscient FaceScreen, Winston writes about his doubts, 
questioning Big Brother, the system he is caught in, and the values he was taught.  
His Consciousness rises as a shadow. 
After he goes to bed, his Consciousness dances as he begins to dream.  
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SCENE 2 : “Dream Space”  
(Urban Jungle, silence ?, Evil pills – 5 to 6.35 mins) 
Winston’s bedroom and the Street 
Winston is sleeping and having nightmares. His Consciousness dances in a dream world, 
getting angry at the traffic jams, and at the social network that really serves to isolate, as 
embodied by the Facescreen. 
 
In the dream, the Little Devil comes back in disguise and tries to tempt Winston’s 
Consciousness. But the latter finally recognizes the truth and rejects the poisonous gift. 
On the FaceScreen: Winston dreams of an alternative advertising campaign in the streets. 
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SCENE 3- “Julia, Another Rebel”  
(Factory, Street – 1.30/2 mins) 
 
In the factory  
Julia and Winston are back at the factory. Hiding from the FaceScreens, Julia manages to 
pass a little handwritten message to Winston. Pretending not to have noticed anything, he 
grabs the paper and reads it in secret. It says “I Love you.” 

 

 
In the street  
Winston walks quickly to get to Julia to arrange the next meeting with her. He intentionally 
trips her. As he helps her up, he gives her another paper with his address. On the 
FaceScreen: campaigns of the Anti-Sex League. 
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OK I corrected this on my show images. I should update the image here  
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PART 3 – “Love Rebels (Against Hatred My 
Armor Is Love)” 25.75 mins  
 

SCENE 1- « Activist Activities » 
(Sensual Activism & Black Market Bag -3.75 mins) 
 
Winston’s home 
Winston waits for Julia at home. While Julia is knocking at his door, he figures out a way to 
unplug and turn off the FaceScreen. He opens the door, and Julia walks in with a large 
shopping bag that she drops on the floor as they both start undoing their shirts and head to 
the bedroom. Their sensual shadows dance behind the curtain. 
 

 
 

(Months pass). Winston and Julia walk back to the living room with their shirts still loosely 
buttoned… Julia takes a pair of red panties off Winston’s head and laughs.  
 
Julia pulls out of the shopping bag an old box that she bought at the black market, with many 
items inside… There is a tasty chocolate bar for them to share.  
There is a little mirror:  they look at themselves into and wipe the grey soot from the factory 
off their faces. Winston tries to pay Julia back for those precious items symbolizing the 
memory of the past , so he pulls out his wallet. She first refuses his money, but she has a 
better idea and cuts up the paper money into little hearts. Destroying money surprises 
Winston at first, but then he is touched by the gesture. The couple look at the hearts flying 
over their heads and falling onto the ground. 
 
The symbols that once represented sins and delirious decadent freedom when spread on 
Earth by the Little Devil are now transformed into positive values placed in different context, 
with the good intentions of Winston and Julia. The inversion of values is reversed again. The 
panties represent the sacredness of Love expressed physically. The chocolate turns into the 
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appreciation of good, tasty food. The mirror helps one see one’s true self without the Party’s 
influence. Paper money, which symbolizes a non-electronic and untraceable exchange 
between citizens, is less important than love. It is just paper after all.  

 

  
Julia finally pulls two last gifts from the bag: a DVD Player and a DVD. Winston connects the 
player right away to the cable left unplugged from the FaceScreen. Then Julia shows him a 
DVD of Charlie Chaplin’s “Modern Epoch.”  
 
a forbidden film featuring an all-time Party enemy and symbolizing a piece of history. They 
insert the DVD and start watching. 
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SCENE 2- “Sharing rebellious thoughts”  
(“Charlie Number 6 “ + The Arrest = 8.50 mins) 
 
The factory, outside the factory. 
Charlie dances on the screen… and onstage. The film is an allegory of rebellion and a 
symbol of possible freedom for the outcasts. Charlie represents an Artist, free from social 
codes. The playful maverick does not fit the system …  
 
Charlie is caught in the Prison Factory. He rebels and finally escapes. The Inner Child is now 
free again. 
 
Online : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTY6hWBwkBw 
 

 
    
Winston and Julia applaud. 
 
Winston’s living room 
 
Once the movie is over, a terrible siren sounds and a voice rises from the speakers. Winston 
and Julia are under arrest for the multiple crimes they have committed: meeting secretly, 
sensual activism, journaling against the law, buying from the black market, and doubting Big 
Brother, the man who has always cared for them…  
 
They are arrested and separated, and Winston is sent to Room 101 for the ultimate 
punishment. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTY6hWBwkBw
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SCENE 3- “Room 101” - 3 mins  
Room 101 
Winston is seated in a chair, tired and in pain. Everything hurts. He has been beaten, for 
hours, for days, weeks maybe…  
After a while, a nurse in a white robe enters the room. 
She is wearing a large black hoodie that covers her face and the Party red belt. 
 
The Nurse ties Winston to the chair with the electric cables, the same that were used 
previously to symbolize disconnection from the FaceScreen… She also brings in 
Julia’s old “box of freedom” that was found in Winston’s apartment. She shows it to him and 
slaps him. She electrocutes him in attempt to brainwash him. She tries to get him to say that 
2+2=5. He responds that 2+2=4. She beats him again and electrocutes him. 
 
Finally the nurse takes off her hoodie, and Winston discovers  with terror that his torturer is in 
fact Julia. Having no hope left, he surrenders and repeats that 2+2=5. 
The FaceScreen shows « THE END ».  

 
 
BUT the scene, music and FaceScreen go backwards and REWIND for an alternate ending. 
We travel through time… 
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SCENE 4- “Alternate ending: Love Army”  
(Going to G-LoveStein 0.5 mins, Velvet Gloves 3.25, Army of 
Light 3mins, Joining 0.5 7.25 mins) 
 
Winston’s living room  
Winston and Julia are back in Winston’s home as they applaud after watching “the Modern 
Epoch.” 
Winston reads to Julia from his diary and takes her by the hand outside of the house, looking 
for their way to a secret gathering place, where they will meet with G-LoveStein, the LOVE 
SOLDIER, at the head of a LOVE ARMY. 
 
Online : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IE4oWqAuGw  
 

 
    

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IE4oWqAuGw
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Bows and Encore : “Chance is Back” (Bow and 
Singing) (3.55mins) 

CAST AND CREDITS 
 

CAST: 
ACTORS: 

Winston … Massimo Capuano of Compagnia degli Gnomi 
Julia/ The Nurse … Chiara Meloni of Compagnia degli Gnomi 

Big Brother: Anasma 
DANCERS: 

The Little Devil/ Winston’s Consciousness/ 
Charlie Chaplin/ G-LoveStein: Anasma  

Love Army Dancers: Apsara Habiba, Alex – Alayah, Inga – Safiyya,  
Stefanie – Asita, Liza – Karanfilia, Judith – Munya Budur, Eva Stephan 

Dance Captain for the Love Army : Apsara Habiba 
 

ARTISTIC DIRECTION: 
Original idea: Anasma and Pierre Rajau-Vuong 

Artistic Direction and Conception: Anasma  
Script: Anasma, based on George Orwell’s “1984” and “Chance is Back” 
album lyrics 
Dramaturgical Consultant/ Directing Consultant: Chiara Meloni 
Staging: Anasma, Chiara Meloni, Massimo Capuano  
Choreography: Anasma  
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Production: Anasma World Citizen Dance, Sarra Vuong 
Executive Production: Anasma World Citizen Dance 
 

SOUNDTRACK: 
Musical Producer (Composition, Arranging, Mixing, Mastering): Omar 
Blastermind 
Song writing, Lead Vocals, Chorus: Anasma 
 

VIDEO: 
Editing, Hawaii Video, Big Brother Video: Lea Amiel and Nicolas Libersalle 
of Lea et Nicolas Features 
 

PHOTOGRAPHY: 
Big Brother Photography: Margaux Rodrigues 
More photos: Joe Marquez, Fabio Torrico, Fernando Naiberg, Andre Elbing, 
Konztanze Wrinkler, Andre Bougot, Jocelyne Chaineux, Julia Yakovleva 
 

GRAPHIC DESIGN: 
Anasma, Nicolas Libersalle, Chiara Meloni 
 

LIGHTING DESIGN: 
Set Design: Anasma, Chiara Meloni, Massimo Capuano 
Lighting design:  Anasma, Chiara Meloni, Massimo Capuano, Kai –Ti Kao, 
Ansgar, Tanzhaus Dusseldorf Team 
 

COSTUME DESIGN:  
Devil Costume, G-LoveStein –Stylism, Cut, Assembling: Sandralis Gines, 
Original design: Anasma 
Devil Collar and Dollar Cape: Bloodrose Nur 
Europia 2014 Costumes: Big Brother, Winston, Julia: Anasma and Chiara 
Meloni 
Consciousness: Firefly Style 
Charlie Chaplin: Sarra Vuong and Anasma 
 

PROMOTION, COMMUNICATION:  
Raqsie Muraskin, Jenny Nichols, Mohamed Saidi D., Gerard Tiffay, Marcel and 
Konstanze of Hagalla 
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ON SITE VIDEOGRAPHY, EDITING, PHOTOS:  
Rudi Yasalam.de, Micha Manis, Michelle, Andre Elbing, Fabio Torrico, Hartmut, 
Rea 
 

SPECIAL THANKS:  
Chiara, Massimo, Omar Blastermind, Nicolas, Lea, Margaux, Apsara Habiba, 
the love army dancers,  
Pierre, Mom, Fred, Marie, Lauren, Linda, Adrien, Hella, Sandralis, Alima, 
Chimel, Claire, Veronique, Laure 
Centre de danse du Galion, Centro Danza Perugia, La Calle, Carlo, Brahim, 
Jean-Luc, Tomaso, Olivier, Fadela 
Tanzhaus NWR staff, Dorothee Schackow, Manis Sjahroeddin, Petra, Linda, 
Technical Crew, 
Rudi, Ansgar, Michelle, Micha, Micha, Kai-Ti, Tribu Media, 
Raqsie, Jenny, Mohamed Saidi D., Gerard Tiffay, Catherine Lobrichon, Titta, 
Titta’s mom, Mrs Meloni, Djevat 
Fabio, Fernando, Andre, Konztanze, Joe, Jocelyne, Julia, Kaveh 
Marcel and Konstanze of Hagalla 
George Orwell, Charlie Chaplin, Michael Jackson, The Real French 
Revolutionaries… 
Kickstarter donors. All of you in the audience! All my supporters, students, fans, 
collaborators and sponsors.  
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CAST BIOS  
 

ANASMA 
“The truth is within us already. It is just a matter of revealing it to the light.” 
 
Anasma intends to create a personal inventive movement vocabulary, based on her research of 
various original dance forms. 
 
Co-founder and co-director of the New York Theatrical Bellydance Conference, director of World 
Citizen Dance, Inc. and World Citizen Dance School, and co-founder of the International Urban 
Bellydance Collective, Anasma is a performance arts dancer, Oriental Fusion master instructor, 
choreographer and singer. She is recognized by her peers for her wild creativity, great 
expressiveness, constant risk-taking and pushing the envelope. 
 
Anasma has performed and taught on five continents and in more than 30 countries, and is featured 
in many performance DVDs, instructional DVDs and albums. She currently tours Europe, North and 
South America and Asia to teach and perform in dance festivals and intensives. In 2013, she 
released her first singing album “CHANCE IS BACK”. 
 
Half Tunisian and half Vietnamese, living between Paris and New York City, Anasma was 
naturally drawn to mixing art forms to express who she is through performance and teaching. 
Thus her unique Theatrical World Dance fusions (Theatrical Dance, Hip Hop Bellydance 
Liquid Fusion Bellydance, Wushu Liquid Bellydance, Salsa Bellydance…) are a mix between 
the ethnic and urban components of her personal background and her present life. Drawing 
from her cross-training in multiple arts forms (Bellydance, Hip Hop, Acting, Mime, Yoga, 
Gymnastics, Salsa, Wushu, Flamenco, Modern Jazz, Contemporary Simonson technique, 
African, Ballet…), Anasma focuses on making dance meaningful and touching through 
storytelling, character development, and powerful movement. To her, dance is an expression 
of the self and of the soul that enables each dancer to share their deepest emotions and to 
be in the Now. 
www.anasmadance.com   
 

  

http://www.anasmadance.com/
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COMPAGNIA DEGLI GNOMI 
“It's a game learning to live, learning to die, and to live, and to die, and to live again...” 
 
The show "The King of Gnomes" – Scenario Award semifinalist in 2003 and later staged in 
collaboration with Teatro delle Apparizioni (Rome) – was born from the meeting of the 
founders of the company, Massimo Capuano and Chiara Meloni, and the exchange between 
their different theatrical backgrounds.  The production attracted the attention of  the audience 
and critics, and created the reference matrix of Compagnia Degli Gnomi’s artistic research 
project: above all, the "theatrical machine" is human and turns on the pivot of an idea-chisel, 
to carve reality and unlock its shape. (Inspiration comes from the work of Michelangelo, who 
said that he was not engraving the marble, but only removing the superfluous stone to reveal 
the shape hidden within it.) 
 
The company incorporated as a cultural association in 2005, and gave life to the artistic 
event "Happy Birthday Andersen.” From 2005 through 2011, the event hosted more than 100 
contemporary artists and performers from over 12 countries around the world, and 
collaborated with scholars and art critics. 
 
The studies of Massimo Capuano are directed towards developing the human physical 
nature in theater, and the exploration of the ability to listen and create through the senses. 
Chiara Meloni investigates the archetypal meanings behind stories, from fairy tales to 
dramas, from myths to scientific texts, and applies them to experimental theater, with 
particular attention to the performers’ bodies and to each sound, directing all the different 
elements of the show. 
 
These parallel paths intersect each naturally to deepen and make visible, through various 
shows, different processes of investigating reality and its truth. 
 
The company produces contemporary theater shows for adults and children. With 
productions such as “Erlköni, The King of the Gnomes,” “Expect,” “Khayyam Cabaret” and 
“Red Shoes x Skeleton Woman,” the company participates in exhibitions and festivals 
throughout Italy, from Udine to Palermo. Thanks to the contribution of diverse artists, actors, 
and musicians, the Compagnia Degli Gnomi explores different languages and paths of 
innovation in  a  continuous  dialogue  between  ancient  traditions  and  contemporary 
betrayals of those traditions, seeking parallel meanings.  
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TECHNICAL NEEDS and LIGHTING SPECIALS 

 
TECH REHEARSAL  
 

 1 full day of rehearsal space (can be different from the theater) (minimum : 5 hours) 

 2 full days of tech rehearsals with the technicians : light/video, sound, 2nd day with stage 
manager (minimum:1 day plus the tech dress rehearsal on the day of the show) 

 
TECHNICAL STAFF   

 1 sound technician 

 1 video technician 

 1 light technician 

 1 stage manager for props 

 1 stage manager on the headset with light and sound technician 

 2 ushers that can give a belt and a program to each spectator  
 
THEATER EQUIPMENT and SETTING:  

 projector 

 white scrim/ screen 

 a possibility to go from stage to audience easily 

 smoke machine  

 three head microphones (at least one) 

 stroboscope  

 one 1000 Watts- 1200W beam shapers with moving head or on tripod 
 

 
LIGHTING SPECIALS :  

 3 lines of Side lights- option: 3 lateral Corridors of light  (living rooms/ factory/ street) 

 front lights  

 spot center stage, spot center right stage, spot downstage right, spot downstage left, spot 
upstage right, gobos if possible 

 red, blue, magenta, green, amber, orange gels 

 a follow light 

 two beam lights with little lamp from the back to create shadow work behind a white mobile 
screen 

 the possibility to turn on the house lights in the middle of the show 
 
PROPS :  

 two hangers on wheels with wheel blocking possibility, 88cms wide and 175 cm high 

 one armchair 

 two stools 

 white tape 
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CONTACTS AND DISTRIBUTION 

 Name : Anasma Vuong-Rajau/ Gerard Tiffay in France/ D. Mohamed in Germany/ 
Khouloud Abejja in Morocco 

 Mail : Manager@anasmadance.com 

 Website : www.anasmadance.com 

 Telephone : 06 38 90 86 08 

 Press agent : Cedric Naimi, Joker Productions 
 

 

mailto:Manager@anasmadance.com

